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We investigate the time-frequency signatures of an on-chip
biphoton frequency comb (BFC) generated from a silicon ni-
tride microring resonator. Using a Franson interferometer,
we examine, for the first time, the multifrequency nature
of the photon pair source in a time entanglement measure-
ment scheme; having multiple frequency modes from the
BFC results in a modulation of the interference pattern. This
measurement together with a Schmidt mode decomposition
shows that the generated continuous variable energy-time en-
tangled state spans multiple pair-wise modes. Additionally,
we demonstrate nonlocal dispersion cancellation, a founda-
tional concept in time-energy entanglement, suggesting the
potential of the chip-scale BFC for large-alphabet quantum
key distribution. © 2017 Optical Society of America. One print
or electronic copy may be made for personal use only. Systematic
reproduction and distribution, duplication of any material in this pa-
per for a fee or for commercial purposes, or modifications of the
content of this paper are prohibited.
OCIS codes: (270.5585) Quantum information and processing;
(130.3990) Micro-optical devices; (140.4780) Optical resonators.
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Quantum information processing (QIP) promises to improve
the security of our communications as well as to solve some
algorithms with exponential complexity in polynomial time [1].
The fundamental unit of quantum information is based on a
superposition of two states, the so-called qubit. It has been
proposed to extend this concept to a superposition of many
states (known as a high-dimensional state) for higher density
information encodings, fault-tolerant quantum computing, and
even for secure protocols in dense quantum key distribution.
Entangled photon pairs have been demonstrated as one of the
most promising platforms for implementing QIP systems. In re-
cent years, generation of entangled photons on chip has gained
attention because of its reduced cost and compatibility with
semiconductor foundries [2–5]. Despite Biphoton Frequency
Combs (BFC) have been generated using cavity-filtered broad-
band biphotons [6] and cavity-enhanced spontaneous paramet-
ric down conversion [7], it was only recently that on-chip mi-
croresonators have been used to generate entangled photons
in the form of a BFC [8–10]. These demonstrations suggest the
use of chip-scale sources for high-dimensional quantum process-
ing [11–13]. However, studies such as [4, 9, 10] only focused
on single sideband pairs—the multifrequency nature of their
sources (important for high-dimensional quantum processing)
was not explored. In this Letter, we present the first examination
of the time-frequency signatures of an on-chip BFC generated
from a silicon nitride microring resonator. Through Franson
interferometry and a demonstration of nonlocal dispersion com-
pensation, we are able to examine the multifrequency nature of
our photon-pair source.
Figure 1 is a depiction of our experimental setup. To gen-
erate our BFC, we use a tunable continuous-wave (CW) laser
to pump a microring at the resonance located at the frequency
ωp (λp ∼ 1550.9 nm). Through spontaneous four-wave mixing
process, two pump photons decay into one photon at higher fre-
quency called signal, and another photon at a lower frequency
called idler. Due to the resonant structure of the microring, this
process occurs within narrow cavity resonances, described by
a lineshape function Φ(Ω) and the separation between these
resonances is ∆ω, the free spectral range (FSR) of the microring.
As a consequence of energy conservation, the signal and idler
photons are highly correlated in frequency and time. This re-
sults in a comb-like photon pair spectrum or BFC as shown in
Fig. 2a. In this figure, we observe a roll-off in the power of the
sidebands as we move away from the pump frequency. This
is due to the finite dispersion of the microring, which reduces
the overlap of the energy-matched resonances as we move away
from the central frequency (see Supplementary Information S.2).
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. The biphoton frequency comb is
generated by seeding a silicon nitride microring mesonator
(SiN MRR) with a continuous wave tunable laser. A pulse
shaper splits signal and idler sidebands. Chirped Fiber Bragg
Gratings (CFBG) with opposite dispersions are used for the
nonlocal dispersion cancellation experiment; unbalanced
(“Franson”) interferometers are used to measure two-photon
interference signatures. Detection is performed using Single
Photon Detectors (SPD) and a Time Interval Analyzer (TIA).
As a consequence of energy conservation, we expect that the
quantum state of the generated biphotons may be written as:
|Ψ〉 =
N
∑
k=1
αk |k, k〉SI (1)
where
|k, k〉SI =
∫
dΩ Φ(Ω− k∆ω) ∣∣ωp +Ω,ωp −Ω〉SI (2)
which represents a superposition of many pair-wise signal and
idler frequency combinations symmetric around the pump fre-
quency. While the complex factors αk give the amplitude weight-
ing and phase of the various signal-idler sideband pairs, the
experiments we conduct are insensitive to phase coherence be-
tween multiple sidebands, and thus depend only on |αk|. The
pulse shaper [14] in Fig. 1 is used as a programmable frequency
filter to separate the desired signal and idler photons and to
route them to a pair of single-photon detectors. Additional band
stop filters (not shown in Fig. 1) are used at the output of the
microring to remove the pump which also eliminates the first
sideband pair, and as such, we are only able to examine from
sideband pairs 2 and beyond.
To verify the correlations of our comb-like photon pairs, we
first select the signal and idler photons of the 2nd sideband pair
(S2 I2). Using the pair of single-photon detectors along with an
event timer, we record the relative arrival time between signal
and idler photons as coincidences. Some accidental events are
also registered as a result of detecting background (uncorre-
lated) photons—any event that is not due to a signal and idler
from the same photon-pair is considered an accidental (dark
counts, signal and idler from different pairs, or any such combi-
nation). Figure 2c shows the measured coincidences (accidentals
were not subtracted); the sharp peak with a full width at half
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Fig. 2. Characterization of biphoton frequency comb. (a) Op-
tical spectrum. (b) Joint spectral intensity between signal pho-
tons with relative modes from 2 to 7, S2−7, and idler photons
with relative modes from 2 to 7, I2−7. Time correlations for (c)
S2 I2, (d) S3 I3 and (e) S2 I3.
maximum (FWHM) of∼ 600 ps corresponds to the temporal cor-
relation. This is in agreement with the expected correlation time
which is calculated from the inverse of the resonance linewidth
(∼ 2pi× 270 MHz). Furthermore, to show correlations exist only
between energy-matched frequencies, we measured the coinci-
dences between the 3rd signal and 3rd idler (S3 I3) (Fig. 2d), and
the coincidences between the 2nd signal and 3rd idler (S2 I3) (Fig.
2e). The absence of a coincidence peak between the 2nd signal
and 3rd idler reveals a lack of correlation between mismatched
frequencies. In addition, we were able to obtain a high coinci-
dence to accidental ratio (CAR) of 52 for the 3rd sideband pair,
without compensating for the losses in our setup; if we take into
account the losses from the biphoton generation stage up till
detection, the corrected CAR would be 655.
In order to show the spectro-temporal correlations across the
photon-pair spectrum, we measured the Joint Spectral Intensity
(JSI) by using the pulse shaper as a programmable frequency
filter to route different sidebands to the pair of detectors. The
time correlation measurement was repeated between all com-
binations of the sideband pairs from 2 to 7 (S2−7 I2−7). Figure
2b shows the measured JSI, which provides a strong confirma-
tion that time correlations only appear in the energy matched
sidebands.
Next, we examine the signatures of using multiple frequency
bins of the BFC in a two-photon interference experiment [15].
In this experiment, a Franson interferometer—two unbalanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI)—are placed in the signal
and idler paths (Fig. 1). The relative delays between long and
short arms in the signal and idler interferometers, defined as τs
and τi, respectively, are approximately 6 ns. This value is much
less than the coherence time of the pump (∼ 1 µs) but greater
than the coherence time of a single photon (∼ 1 ns) to avoid self-
interference. Here, the difference between τs and τi is defined
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Fig. 3. Two-photon interference experiment of biphoton fre-
quency comb. Interference fringes measured with a Franson
interferometer for (a) small and (b) large τd ranges with two
sideband pairs. (c) The visibility of the sinusoidal fringes in
(b). Registered coincidences using three sideband pairs for
(d) small and (e) large τd ranges. (f) The visibility of the sinu-
soidal fringes in (e). The blue error bars are the experimen-
tal results, the red curves in (b), (c), (e) and (f) are theoretical
predictions, and the green curves in (a) and (d) are sinusoids
fitted to the experimental data.
as τd. When τd is near to 0, the arrival time difference between
signal and idler photons traveling through the long arms is ap-
proximately the same as when they both travel through the short
arms. In consequence, we have path indistinguishability in this
detection scheme using gated detection to only register the men-
tioned events (|SS〉 and |LL〉), discarding the events in which
the signal photon travels the long path and the idler photon
travels the short path and vice versa (|SL〉 and |LS〉). By setting
τd to 0 and varying τs and τi together, we retrieve a sinusoidal
coincidence pattern with a period of ∼ 2.5 fs (half the period
of the pump laser) and a visibility of 80%± 5% for all signal
and idler sidebands (see Supplementary Information S.3). (Here,
instead of using two interferometers, we sent signal and idler
sidebands (S2−4 I2−4) through one interferometer and they were
split at the output using a pulse shaper.) The interference pattern
is similar to those reported in previous microcavity BFC exper-
iments that examined only a single signal-idler pair [4, 9, 10].
The high visibility [16] shows for the first time that we maintain
energy-time entanglement even for biphotons consisting of a
multiplicity of sideband mode pairs.
To see the multifrequency signature, we fix τs and vary τi
(hence varying τd) in a two interferometer experiment. Sweep-
ing τd over a small range results in a sinusoidal interference
pattern in the registered coincidences, as shown in Figs. 3a,d.
The period of ∼ 5 fs corresponds to the average optical car-
rier frequency. For Figs. 3a-c we use two pairs of sidebands
(S2−3 I2−3). By varying τd over a larger range, we observe mod-
ulation and revival of the envelope of the two-photon fringes
with a period of 2.6 ps, corresponding to the inverse of the mi-
croring’s FSR. In contrast, the fringe envelope for an individual
signal-idler pair should decay smoothly on the sub-ns time scale
of Fig. 2 [4, 9]; the observation of picosecond scale modulation
arises from the superimposed contributions of multiple signal-
idler frequency bins. For two signals and idlers, the coincidence
rate, C, is of the form
C ∝ 1 + cos
(
2ω0τs +
ωi2 +ωi3
2
τd
)
cos
(
ωi2 −ωi3
2
τd
)
(3)
where ω0 is the pump frequency and ωin is the idler frequency
of the n-th sideband pair. The envelope and visibility of the
coincidences agree with the quantum mechanical model, eq. 3.
We repeated this experiment for 3 sideband pairs (S2−4 I2−4)—
the intensities of these sidebands were equalized with the pulse
shaper in order to have almost equal contribution in the inter-
ference experiment. With increased number of sideband pairs,
the visibility vs. delay curve becomes sharper (Fig. 3d-f), again
in agreement with theory (see Supplementary Information S.3).
The visibility of the fringes in Fig. 3 is as high as 92%± 13%. The
modulation in the fringe envelope, down to 14% ± 2%, gives us
clear evidence of equal contribution of these sidebands in the
coincidence pattern.
After examining pairwise time-entanglement, we calculate
the Schmidt number based on the measured JSI. The degree of
correlations, calculated via Schmidt decomposition, gives us a
Schmidt number lower-bound (Kmin) of 4.0 [17]. Therefore, we
are able to corroborate a high frequency correlation of our pho-
tons, since Kmin is greater than one. If the off-diagonal terms are
all set to zero in our measured JSI, we obtain a Schmidt number
of 4.08, which confirms that we have a very low number of acci-
dentals in our measurements. This Schmidt number can also be
interpreted as the number of transferable bits (log2(Kmin) = 2)
with a photon pair. We note that while we have large continuous
variable energy-time entanglement under pairs of resonance
modes as suggested by Φ(Ω) in Eq. 2—which would result in a
very high Schmidt number—our measurement technique does
not allow access to the fine structure under each resonance. Thus,
the Schmidt analysis is done on k but time-energy entanglement
is on |k, k〉SI. Therefore, our Schmidt number bound indicates
that the continuous variable energy-time entangled state spans
4 effective modes (given by αk).
We proceed to examine the potential of the BFC for quantum
key distribution by demonstrating a nonlocal dispersion cancel-
lation measurement [18], wherein the correlation peak maintains
its undispersed form even though the signal and idler photons
are dispersed. This nonlocal dispersion cancellation effect can
enhance security in QKD by serving as a non-orthogonal basis to
direct time-correlation measurements [19, 20]. First, we use four
sideband pairs (S2−5 I2−5) and measure the correlation function
in the absence of dispersion (Fig. 4a). Next, we apply disper-
sion of 2 ns/nm (using a chirped fiber Bragg grating, which
provides dispersion equivalent to that of ∼ 120 km of standard
single mode fiber, but with a loss of only 3 dB) to only the signal
sidebands of the BFC; this results in a measurement of four corre-
lation peaks corresponding to the four different sideband pairs.
The peaks are spaced by 6 ns, an expected outcome since differ-
ent frequencies travel at different speeds in a dispersive medium
(Fig. 4c). Applying the opposite dispersion to only the idler side-
bands will result in a similar outcome but with opposite sign
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Fig. 4. Nonlocal dispersion cancellation experiment. Time cor-
relation of four sideband pairs S2−5 I2−5 (a) without dispersion,
(c) with positive dispersion of D = 2 ns/nm applied on sig-
nal photons S2−5, (d) with negative dispersion of D = −2
ns/nm applied on idler photons I2−5, and (b) with both disper-
sions applied at the same time as shown in Fig. 1 for nonlocal
dispersion cancellation. In these plots, accidentals were sub-
tracted and the effect of a finite detection-gate width (which
results in a roll-off in coincidences as one moves away from
zero delay) was compensated. The red squares in (b) repre-
sent the diagonal of the JSI in Fig 2b for the sideband pairs
S2−5 I2−5, normalized to the maximum of the blue plot for ease
of visualization.
of delay variation (Fig 4d). These measurements with the sep-
arated correlation peaks are equivalent to a frequency-to-time
mapping of our BFC, thus enabling us to resolve the JSI in the
temporal basis [21]. To emphasize this equivalence, the diagonal
terms of the JSI for sideband pairs (S2−5, I2−5) are normalized
to the maximum of Fig. 4c and plotted as red squares; the good
agreement with the correlation peaks in time provides a quan-
titative confirmation of frequency-to-time mapping. When we
apply both dispersive media (positive dispersion on the signals
and negative dispersion on the idlers), we expect nonlocal can-
cellation of the dispersion. As shown in Fig. 4b, this behavior is
clearly observed: the coincidence plot collapses back into a sin-
gle peak, with an improvement in the peak-to-background ratio
evident despite the extra loss incurred through the introduction
of a second CFBG.
In conclusion, we explore the time and frequency signatures
of a biphoton frequency comb generated in a silicon nitride mi-
croring resonator. Two photon interference experiments demon-
strate that continuous variable energy-time entanglement per-
sists for biphotons spanning a multiplicity of discrete frequency
modes and reveal interferometry signatures characteristic of the
multiple frequency mode content. A Schmidt number analysis
indicates that the continuous variable energy-time entangled
state spans four effective discrete frequency modes. This sug-
gests potential utility to high-dimensional frequency-bin cod-
ing recently proposed for quantum information processing [13].
Higher dimensionality should be possible through dispersion
engineering, which would result in a BFC with increased num-
ber of frequency bins with a more homogeneous flux of photons
in a larger bandwidth.
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